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III. Transition Metal Chemistry and Catalysis
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Lecture 4:

Molecular Mechanics, Force Fields, and 
Principles of Molecular Dynamics
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Outline
• the basic premises of MM

- standard FF definitions & parameters

- popular Force Field libraries

- some illustrative examples

• principles of MD simulations

- trajectory propagation

- ensemble types

- examples
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• electronic SE: H(r;R)Y(r;R)=E(R)Y(r;R)

• E(R) = <Y|H|Y>     the eigenvalue E is also called the “Force  
Field”
(electron coordinates r are averaged out)

• the aim of MM is to provide a value for the Force Field E, 
given R, without explicitly solving the electronic SE

• in fact, MM uses basic chemical knowledge, and a good deal 
of empirical data, to approximate or model a molecule’s 
energy as a function of R:

EMM(R)  ⟹ E(R)
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Basics of MM



Molecular Modeling
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i)     what do we know about
a molecule’s structure?

ii)    bonding interactions?

iii) non-bonding interactions?

iv) charge distribution?

https://dasher.wustl.edu/tinker/



A Generic Force Field

14.1. Understanding Amber parameter files

Although parmtop files are pure ASCII files, changing parameters directly in them by standard text editors is
strongly discouraged. In the worst case, computations will run without any warnings, but results might be totally
flawed. The safest way to generate parmtop files is to use an Amber tool like tleap that has been used, tested, and
enhanced over a number of years and usually generates correct parmtop files, provided that the input is correct
and that all required information is available via fragment libraries and parameter files. The latest AmberTools
12.0 version (April 2012) includes the ParmEd python script of Jason Swails which is very useful to examine or
post-process parmtop files. However, only users with detailed knowledge on the exact format of parmtop files
should dare fiddling around with this data type.

14.1.3. "*.dat" and "frcmod.*" Files

The standard parameter files with the .dat extension are located in the folder $AMBERHOME/dat/leap/parm.
Adding or changing parameters directly in the parameter files delivered with an Amber distribution is not a good
idea for the following reasons: (a) you might mess up the parameter file, (b) you might have trouble to remember
and find your changes later and add confusion when publishing results, (c) subsequent updates or patches might
overwrite your changes.

In the above mentioned folder, there are also various frcmod.* files. They have basically the same format as
the parameter *.dat files. See some of the examples provided in the Amber distributions. These files can be read
into tleap exactly like the standard *.dat files. They merge the default parameters in the *.dat file with the new
parameters in the frcmod.* files. More important, if the same parameters already exist in the *.dat files, the
parameters in the frcmod.* files overwrite the default *.dat parameters. This offers a handy way to add new or to
change original parameters without ever touching the default parameter files. Just make sure to read the respective
frcmod.* files in tleap when the new or altered parameters should be used.

14.1.4. Parameters Required for Amber Force Fields

The simplest form of the Amber force field (neglecting implicit solvent or polarisation terms) uses the following
Hamiltonian:
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(14.1)

In this equation, the terms kb,r0,kq ,q0,Vn,g,Ai j,Bi j are parameters to be specified in the parameter files men-
tioned in section 14.1.3 for the various Amber force fields.2 The meaning of these different parameters is outlined
in the following sections.

Equation 14.1 does not have a special term for out-of-plane motions. Amber routines handle these terms through
the same formulation as the torsion terms (see section 14.1.6).

Partial charges (qi,q j in equation 14.1), although parameters also, do not appear in parameter files, but are
assigned differently (see 14.1.7).

2Note that equation 14.1 does not use the (physically more correct) kb
2 , kq

2 , and Vn
2 notations because it refers to the constants as they appear

in the actual parameter files.
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14.1. Understanding Amber parameter files

planar structures from getting distorted under the influence of other forces (e.g., fused rings, planar nitrogens
with three substituents, etc...). The actual parameterisation is often intuitive and for many entries, the ("generic")
parameters are identical.

1-4 Non-Bonded Interaction Scaling

Figure 14.1.: 1-4 Interactions between atoms "1" and "4".

Non-bonded interactions between atoms separated by three consecutive bonds (as schematically shown in Figure
14.1) require a special treatment in Amber force fields. Although referring to non-bonded interactions, scaling
information is included in the torsion terms part of the parameter files.

By default, vdW 1-4 interactions are divided (scaled down) by a factor of 2.0, electrostatic 1-4 terms by a
factor of 1.2. These are default values for the protein force fields and GAFF, but not for sugar force fields GLY-
CAM_06EP and GLYCAM_06, for example, in which these interactions are not scaled at all.

Without any additional information, programs like tleap, used to prepare parmtop files, assume that the
standard scaling mentioned above is to be applied. However, this default can be overwritten in the torsion section
of the parameter file. An example is shown below for torsional terms in the GLYCAM_06j force field:

S -Ng-Cg-H1 1 2.00 0.0 1. SCEE=1.0 SCNB=1.0 N-Sulfates
S -Ng-Cg-Cg 1 0.0 0.0 -3. SCEE=1.0 SCNB=1.0 N-Sulfates

The special notation SCEE=1.0 SCNB=1.0 following the standard torsion terms4 will tell tleap to prepare a
parmtop file which transfers these data into a special section, as shown below:

%FLAG SCEE_SCALE_FACTOR
%FORMAT(5E16.8)
scaling factors are entered here....
%FLAG SCNB_SCALE_FACTOR
%FORMAT(5E16.8)
scaling factors are entered here....

When using standard Amber force field parameter files as delivered with AmberTools, the user does not need to
care about this. However, when adding additional parameters, especially torsion terms, one should be aware of
these scaling factors and decide if they should be default or altered.

14.1.7. Non-Bonded Terms

Van der Waals Parameters

The standard formulation of the 6-12 Lennard-Jones potential Vi, j between two atoms i and j is:

4In this case, the fields coming after the periodicity (field 5), i.e., fields 6 and 7 are also read and are not ’just’ comment!
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note the atom types
and connectivities

close-range
repulsion

long-range
VDW
energy

electrostatic
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dielectric medium

r
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Bonded interactions:
bonds (stretch) & bond angles (bend)
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Bonded interactions:
dihedral angles (torsion)
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Coulombic interactions
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Standard form of Van Der Waals 
interactions

14. Reading and modifying Amber parameter files

Vi, j = 4ei, j

"✓
si, j
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◆6
#

(14.7)

Here, ri, j is the distance separating the two atoms, ei, j is the depth of the potential well for the interaction of
atoms i and j, and si, j is the distance where the potential is exactly zero, i.e., where ’repulsion’ starts for the two
atoms. Both ei, j and si, j are specific for the pair of atoms (or more precisely, ’atom types’).

Another possible formulation of Vi, j, relating to the concept of van der Waals radii, is:

Vi, j = ei, j

"✓
Rmin

ri, j

◆12
�2

✓
Rmin

ri, j

◆6
#

(14.8)

In this case, Rmin is the sum of the van der Waals radii, Ri +R j of atoms i and j, the contact distance at which
the potential is at its minimum, i.e., at a value of �e .

Figure 14.2.: Example of Lennard-Jones potential: the used data are those for the c3 atom type in the gaff force
field (vdW radius Rmin= 1.908 Å, e = 0.1094 kcal/mol)

Combining equations (14.7) and (14.8) gives for the relation between s and Rmin:

Rmin = 21/6s or s = 2�1/6Rmin (14.9)

In force fields, the ’A,B’ notation of the Lennard-Jones potential is commonly used:

Vi, j =
Ai, j

r12
i, j

�
Bi, j

r6
i, j

(14.10)

where Ai, j and Bi, j are specific parameters for atom type pairs i and j. The meaning of Ai, j and Bi, j are easily
deduced from equation (14.7):

A = 4es12 and B = 4es6 (14.11)

or, in terms of Rmin, using equation (14.8):

A = eR12
min and B = 2eR6

min (14.12)

Van der Waals data in Amber force fields are given for each atom as a single data pair, a radius Rmin (’van der
Waals’ radius in Å) and an energy e (kcal/mol) representing the depth of the potential well.
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https://ambermd.org

ei,j is the long-range attraction
energy between the i-j pair

Rmin is the “range” of interaction

repulsive “wall”



General Force Field considerations

• atom types are automatically assigned for all atoms

• force constants kr kq Vn are tabulated for molecules containing 1st and 2nd 
row elements

• non-bonding Aij Bij parameters are also available from the databases or ab 
initio/DFT calculations of diatomics

• fixed partial charges qi are tabulated, or derived from ab initio/DFT 
calculations: Electrostatic Potential (ESP) fitting

• any missing non-standard parameters are to be provided by user, for 
instance, those involving hypervalent elements, metal ions, heavy 
elements
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Popular Force Fields
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CHARMM Chemistry HARvard Molecular Mechanics (M. Karplus)

AMBER UCSF/Scripps Research Institute (P. Kollman/D. Case)

MM2/MM3 UGA (N. Allinger)

OPLSA Yale (W. Jorgensen)

GROMOS U. of Groningen and others from EU

AMOEBA U. of Washington St. Louis (J. Ponder)

+ many others



Simple Example 1: H2CO
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1.21 Å

Schrödinger Equation: MP2
MM:  AMBER

1.10 Å
121.7o

1.21 Å

1.11 Å
120.7o

H4

OC

atom types



Simple Example 2: (H2O)2
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1.72 Å1.95 Å

OH

OH

HO

HO
1.00 Å0.97 Å

atom types

Schrödinger Equation: MP2
MM:  AMBER



Basics of MD simulation: the Hamiltonian
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𝐻 𝑣, 𝑅 ='
()*

+
𝑚(�⃗�(.

2 + 𝑉 𝑅 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡

System’s (N-atom molecule) total energy, kinetic + potential,
is called the Hamiltonian, after W. R. Hamilton (1805-1865)

H is a conservative quantity, that is, it does not change with time.

kinetic potential



Basics of MD simulation:
equations of motion (EOM)
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̇𝑣( =
𝑓(
𝑚(

�̇�( = �⃗�(

Hamilton’s classical EOM for an N-atom system

aka Newton’s 2nd law, discovered separately by I. Newton ca. 1680

time rate of change of the position of atom i

time rate of change of the velocity of atom i

�̈�( =
𝑓(
𝑚(

= 𝑎( acceleration is proportional to the force



Basics of MD simulation:
propagation of trajectories
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1) Let R0 and v0 be the given initial conditions at time t = 0.

2) Let us choose a small enough time step Dt

in real life Dt = 1 fs = 10-15 s

3) Can we calculate R(tn) and v(tn) for a time sequence

tn = nDt , n = 0, 1, 2,...  ?



Basics of MD simulation:
propagation of trajectories
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Δ𝑅 = 𝑣Δ𝑡 Δ𝑣 =
𝑓
𝑚
Δ𝑡

4) We know that small changes in R and v are given by

5) Thus, the initial step takes the “system” to

R(t1) = R0 + v0 Dt and   v(t1) = v0 + f0 Dt / m



Basics of MD simulation:
propagation of trajectories
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R0
v0

R(t)
v(t)

trajectory

𝑅 𝑡<=* = 𝑅 𝑡< + 𝑣 𝑡< Δ𝑡

𝑣 𝑡<=* = 𝑣 𝑡< +
𝑓 𝑡<
𝑚 Δ𝑡

time

Euler’s method  (L. Euler 1707-1783) 

0       t1 t2 t3 t4 t5



Basics of MD simulation:
standard propagators
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Euler (1st order);
Taylor series to n-th order

Verlet (3rd order);
Velocity-Verlet (3rd order)

Predictor-Corrector family
(4th order and higher)

Runge-Kutta (4th order)

Symplectic family
(4th order)

unstable, never used
(textbook material)

stable, efficient;
often used

stable, but expensive;
used in very specific
applications

stable, but expensive;
used in matrix
propagation MD apps.

stable, but expensive;
seldom used in MD



Basics of MD simulation:
ensemble types by constants of motion
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NVE -- N particles/Volume/Energy  (aka Microcanonical ensemble)

NVT -- N particles/Volume/Temperature (Canonical)

NPT -- N particles/Pressure/Temperature (Isothermal-Isobaric)

NPH -- N particles/Pressure/Helmholtz (Isoenthalpic-Isobaric)

µVT -- Chemical Potential/Volume/Temperature (Grand-Canonical)



visualization of MD trajectories using VMD:
a water dimer
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T = 300K
Dt = 1 fs
total time = 10 ps
method = velocity-verlet
FF = Amber

What ensemble is this?



a summary

• simple FF definitions allow to carry out calculations on 
general molecular systems

• Standard MD simulation methods are available within all 
commercial and free packages

• simulations of proteins, bulk materials, in gas phase and 
in solution can be readily performed

• can chemical reactions be modeled? (to be continued)
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